Novelty of Intensiv-Filter on the POWTECH 2010

ProJet smart®, the new compact filter of Intensiv-Filter, is introduced first at the POWTECH.

The internationally established POWTECH enables the ideal platform for a product presentation, because no comparable fair offers such a concentrated range of mechanical processing technologies. Intensiv-Filter uses the exhibition as an occasion to introduce the small brother of the process filter class "ProJet mega®", which was also introduced at the POWTECH in 2008. The filters of the new - inexpensive and easily available – type series bear the name „ProJet smart“ and are suitable for many ranges of application with volume flows of about 20,000 m³/h.

Compact filters of the design ProJet smart are especially compact bag filters with integrated fan, silencer and accompanying cleaning control system. The function of the filters is based on the jet pulse principle. The filters are cleaned by means of the highly efficient Intensive-Filter injector system with "ideal nozzle". The fully automatic cleaning system is part of the scope. The ProJet smart distinguishes itself by sturdiness and proven quality. The filters achieve a high precipitation efficiency. Low maintenance requirement with high reliability is a decisive factor in reducing running costs.

An excellent filter concept with short delivery times, efficient cleaning and favorable conditions: This is what our compact filters are famous all over the world. At the POWTECH we show you how comfortably and fast the compact filter can be integrated for certain questions or in subranges. For example, for the dust removal of crushers, transfer conveyors, unloading stations, bunkers, etc.
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About the company:

Intensiv-Filter GmbH & Co. KG is one of the largest and most successful system providers for dedusting technology and product recovery for more than 85 years. Intensiv-Filter offers a full range of products and services for filtering and dedusting systems, from planning, engineering and production, to installation, commissioning and service. The product range includes process bag filter systems for up to 2 million m³/h, standard filters, circular filters, CIP-Filters, cyclones, cooling systems and fans. Intensiv-Filter also manufactures and distributes customised filter media and guarantees optimal selection and maximum quality and fit.

The Intensiv-Filter Group includes Infastaub GmbH and Solidux GmbH & Co. KG in addition to Intensiv-Filter GmbH & Co. KG. Infastaub and Solidux complete the product range with series-produced small filters and dust collectors, as well as sound insulation.

Intensiv-Filter is represented in all major industrial sectors. With companies and representatives worldwide and over 400 employees, the Intensiv-Filter Group provides customised solutions for clients in environmental protection. The group’s annual turnover is approximately € 70 million.
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